
Innovative Sanding Technology 
for Windows





oesn´t everyone love a wooden 
window? It´s solid, it´s authentic, it´s char-
ming. And fine sanding is essential to 
bringing out its full natural beauty. What´s
more, careful denibbing will give it that 
all-important, finishing touch.

Loewer has used its expertise to design sophisticated
sanding solutions specifically for windows. Whether
you favour the classic frame oriented method or prefer
“single-piece” processing or maybe use a combination
of both, we have the machine to suit your sanding 
and denibbing needs.

Alongside the classic belt sanding machine for flat 
surfaces, brush sanding machines are becoming
increasingly important. Using modern disc sanding
technology, the relentless fibres are removed in a
cross-sanding motion, giving a much smoother surface
after the primary coat.

For intermediate sanding, we offer a range of machines
specially designed for sanding wooden windows. 
The LeistoMat is the ideal solution for single piece 
processing – varying profiles are handled in seconds.
And the WindowMaster FA6D sands frames and sashes
of up to 3 x 3 m in record time.

Last but not least, our SmartFlex sanding strip system
can be used on all our machines to form the winning
team for the discerning user.

Tomorrow´s Sanding Technology for Windows 
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DoubleMaster – The Sturdy Solution for Top 

f you´re looking for a 
belt sanding machine that will
sand on the double then look 
no further! 
The DoubleMaster is the answer
to your belt sanding tasks and
comes with either two or four belt
sanding units. 

To make it more reliable, we introduced the CERMET
sanding pad, giving you a sanding accuracy of up to
1/10 mm. An optional disc unit with a very fine grit
after the second belt unit will remove unwanted fibres. 

Altogether, the DoubleMaster will impress you with its
smoother, speedier finish on all your flat wooden parts.

DoubleMaster:
Sturdy and Accurate

■ Low in maintenance due to 
CERMET sanding pad

■ High sanding accuracy of up 
to 1/10 mm

■ Solid and sturdy – made 
to last

■ In conjunction with discs 
(optional), ideal for surfaces 
with side radii 

■ Suitable for thin workpieces 
from 1mm, when used 
with conveyor belt suction 
(optional)

■ Practical working widths of 
180 mm and 280 mm
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 and Bottom Sanding

DSM 2000 with cleaning brush 
(standard)

DSM 2000 with optional brush 
sanding roller for final smoothing

DSM 2000 with optional disc unit 
for sanding longitudinal radii 

DSM 2004 with cleaning brush 
(standard)

DSM 2004 with optional brush 
sanding roller for slight fibre removal

DSM 2004 with optional disc unit 
for a first-class finish 

Two sanding belts and one disc per side
First-class finish on window parts

One sanding belt and one disc per side
Ideal for sanding shutter louvers

Introducing some of the DoubleMaster family 
(e.g. with sanding belt width of 200mm)…



CrossMaster – Cross-Sanding on Top and Bo

ooking to improve your 
finish on flat surfaces after fine or
hydro planing or even after belt
sanding? Well, that´s exactly what
the CrossMaster DBx2 has been
designed to do. The wood fibres
are removed in a cross-sanding
motion using sanding strips. The

surface is finely sanded on the top and bottom without
altering the geometry of the workpiece in any way.

The result: an even, open-pored surface, ideally 
prepared for further processing. And depending on the
type of application and wood used, the denibbing 
can either be skipped completely or cut down 
considerably.
The CrossMaster is compact in size and can be easily
incorporated into existing lines. For single piece 
production, it is ideally suited for after profiling, to
remove light markings.

All in all, the CrossMaster offers the perfect solution 
for achieving that subtle cross-sanding effect on flat 
wooden surfaces. 
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Disc and roller unit , in offset
arrangement, for cross-sanding

and longitudinal sanding on 
each side



ttom with Contemporary Discs

And here´s how it works:
First of all, the workpiece is sanded across the grain
(right to left, then left to right). Flexible, brush-
supported sanding strips are used and the speed is 
kept slow for more gentle sanding.
Thanks to the disc-processing, the wood fibres are
carefully removed, without damaging the soft annual
rings. The subsequent roller unit, which is also
equipped with special sanding strips, processes the
piece longitudinally giving you that subtle cross-
sanding effect.
The result is a first-class longitudinal finish in the
direction of the grain.

Modell DDx2
Two discs each on top and bottom. 

Due to offset arrangement 
sanding in four directions.

CrossMaster DBx2 –
For a finer sanding result

■ Uses state-of-the-art excenter disc
technology

■ Impressive cross-sanding results  
■ Easy to handle
■ Sands surfaces and side radii
■ No vacuum needed due to hold down 

rollers between discs 
■ Different sanding results possible due to

speedy changing of discs
■ Variable speed of discs, rollers and belt

Extras:
■ PLC controls with touch panel 

(stores all relevant sanding parameters)
■ Model DDx2 with discs only



LeistoMat – The Number One Finishing Soluti

Choose your profile – sets all sanding 
parameters in seconds.

Our LeistoMat comes with:

6 sanding rollers – LeistoMat LZ6

8 sanding rollers – LeistoMat LZ8

12 sanding rollers – LeistoMat LZ 12

The Leistomat handles pieces 
longer than 380 mm. For shorter
parts, we have the MiniSpin for
manual sanding. 
This way, short parts obtain the 
same finish as longer ones.

eed to switch
from one profile to
another in seconds? 
Or to adjust to new 
formats quickly due 

to your “frame-oriented” method of processing? Not 
a problem with the LeistoMat! 

You select the profile you want and the PLC controls
do the rest . The workpiece width is scanned using
sensors and set automatically. The dipping device, 
standard on all machines in this range, ensures that
there is no breaking of any edges. 

Most importantly, you get a first-class sanding finish,
all at the touch of a button!
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on for Single Pieces

6 basic profiles can be selected at the touch of a button.

Leistomat LZ8: The sanding units are as follows:

■ 1 x tilted above right, 1 x tilted below left
■ 2 x surface on top, 2 x surface on bottom (counter-rotating) 
■ 1 x tilted above left, 1 x tilted below right

LeistoMat:  
Sophisticated Flexibility

■ Select your profile -automatically 
adapts in seconds 

■ Automatic width sensor device and 
setting of left units accordingly

■ Sensorized dipping device on all 
units, therefore no breaking of 
incoming / outgoing edges

■ Ideal for use in line due to constant 
height of throughfeed

■ Smoother workpiece transport due to 
even conveyor belt feed

■ Safe and clean due to complete 
encasement of machine

■ Numerous extras and customizing 
possibilities available

■ Comes in practical working width of 
150 mm (200 mm)



WindowMaster FA6D – The Professional So

Two discs with relatively short
sanding strips process the surfaces
on the top and bottom. 
Four rollers with longer sanding
strips process the profiles and
rebates on the inside and outside.
Georgian bars, cross-bars and the
workpiece length are recognized
automatically.

n principle, the finishing and denibbing of windows
is a difficult and often subjective task. 
If your main focus is on surfaces and radii, then you
can get first-class sanding results with a throughfeed
machine such as the DiscMaster, especially for wood
sanding. If, however, you need to sand deeper 
profiles and rebates, then the sanding unit must move
along the profile, similar to “single piece” processing.
And this is exactly what the WindowMaster FA6D is
designed to do.

The sash is pinned to the table pneumatically. The 
processing unit runs on a linear guide along one side
and automatically processes the top and bottom 
surfaces as well as all profiles and rebates outside and
inside.The processing unit identifies the length of the
workpiece and processes the next side of the frame 
on its return journey.
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lution for Frames and Sashes

You choose the programme you require using the 
selector switch – the PLC controls ensure that all 
sanding units are set accordingly.

You can choose from the following 
programmes:

■ Sash
■ Sash door/French window
■ Overlapping casement window 
■ Overlapping casement door 
■ Blind frame
■ Blind frame with shutter guide 

WindowMaster – Quick and Effective

■ Sands along the profile  
■ Workpiece is fixed on table during processing, so operator

can control results and improve if need be
■ Speedy processing - takes just about a minute to sand a 

workpiece 1m x 1.20 m (including manual check)
■ Simple changing of profiles at the touch of a button
■ Sanding intensity can be adjusted using variable 

speed function of discs and rollers 
■ Maximum frame size 3000 x 3000 mm



DiscMaster 3DBB 1850 – The Versatile Sand

If you want to process not
only window sashes and frames
but also interior doors,
Georgian style windows, 
shutters, strips and more, then
you need a multi-functional
sanding solution - the
DiscMaster 3DBB 1850.

It uses 22 offset excenter discs
equipped with sanding strips,
for sanding surfaces and 
crossovers smoothly in all
directions. Two spiral rollers

follow with a finer grain to give a smooth, homogenous
finish. The large working width of 1850mm means that
wider frames can also be processed easily. 
Thanks to the spring-mounted pressure rollers, standard
on the DiscMaster 3DBB 1850, laths or Georgian-style
frames are transported safely. Finally, exterior rebates
can also be processed with our optional side unit SU .

All in all – the DiscMaster 3DBB-1850 is the 
comprehensive and versatile solution for all your 
window sanding needs.
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The Side Unit SU:
Can be placed in front of every throughfeed 

machine. The unit is manually positioned at the
required width and pneumatically fixed. 

The sanding units can be raised or lowered 
pneumatically (top rebate, bottom rebate), as 

an optional extra.



ing Solution for Windows, Doors and Shutters   

DiscMaster 3DBB-1850 – 
Versatile and Unique

■ Advanced excenter disc technology (patent pending)
■ Larger sanding time due to 22 large discs moving in 

different directions
■ Clockwise and anti-clockwise rotation of discs with 

varying grain (Pre-sanding/denibbing)  
■ Large counter-rotating sanding rollers for clockwise and 

anti-clockwise motion, in various grains 
■ Grading of sanding grain possible on discs, first roller 

and second roller 
■ Can be customized to your individual sanding 

requirements – use discs only, rollers only or both
■ Hold-down rollers for processing laths 
■ Large working width 1850mm for processing wider parts

Optional extras:
■ Vacuum conveyor belt with 7.5 kW ventilator 
■ Sensor-controlled oscillating workpiece cleaning device 

with anti-static strip and separate extraction outlet
■ Power Panel with PLC controls and colour display for 

setting and storing all relevant sanding parameters.

The unique DiscMaster: sands in all directions, with increasingly fine grains, for a smoother finish

DiscMaster 3DBB 
with Power Panel and 

side unit SU



n window processing  there 
are usually a variety of 
mouldings that need sanding, 
either on 2, 3 or even 4 sides.
Loewer has developed a solution
that combines the most modern 

sanding units in a modular machine system – 
the MultiMaster - making it easier to process these 
mouldings efficiently and professionally.

The drawings below show unit combinations that 
are very common in window production.
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Common designs for sanding cover bars, glass bars, shutter guides or simple 
window profiles

MultiMaster LZ4-150

The MultiMaster DS is a smaller-sized 
machine for sanding side parts. One 
disc equipped with short strips sands 
lighter profiles efficiently. 
The machine is 
compact and sturdy
and ideal for 
positioning in front 
of the DoubleMaster
or CrossMaster.

LZ 3 B LZ 4 B LZ 4x2 BB

MultiMaster – The Modular Solution 
for Mouldings 



The Loewer Sanding Centre
–when it́ s best to test!

A lot of sanding tasks can be solved 
with our standard machines. Sometimes,
however, it is better for our customers to
come and try out the machines for 
themselves – in our Sanding Centre. 
Not only can they bring their own 
samples, they can also try out various
abrasives and tools on different 
machines and actually see and feel the
results firsthand. What´s more, they can

also speak directly with our qualified engineers and
technicians about individual problems or indeed 
customized solutions. 
We believe that the best results are achieved by 
listening to and understanding a customer´s needs. 
And this is what we constantly strive to achieve!

Tradition and Innovation:
Going together
hand in hand 
Loewer was founded back in 1861
and has remained a family business
up to the present day.
Starting out as a forge, it then moved
on to the manufacture of farm
machinery and also set up its own
iron foundry. In the 1930´s, the

company progressed into the woodworking machinery
sector. The first sanding machine left the plant back 
in 1960 and to date over 18,000 Loewer machines
have been delivered worldwide. 

Over the past few decades, Loewer has
accumulated a huge reservoir of 
expertise. We see this as the key to new
innovations and sanding solutions. 
With both our experienced staff and our
young team of engineers and techni-
cians, we strive to offer the best 
possible technical solution to each 
individual customer.



■ Window Parts ■ Wood Construction Parts

■ Laths / Profiles ■ Doors / Cabinets

Our Fields of Expertise

Jakob Löwer 
Inh. von Schumann GmbH & Co. KG

Am Wasser 4
34576 Homberg (Germany)

Phone  + 49 (0) 56 81 99 04 - 0
Fax  + 49 (0) 56 81 99 04 99
e-mail: info@loewer-maschinen.de

www.loewer-maschinen.de

Innovative Sanding Technology for the following areas:

■ other specific applications

■ suitable for our brush sanding machines: our                 strip system

to meet the most-demanding requirements.

Innovative Sanding Technology 
for Windows

Innovative Sanding Technology
for Timber Beams

Innovative Sanding Solutions
for Linear Mouldings

Innovative Sanding Technology
for Profiled Furniture Parts


